Abstract Dental implant is a biocompatible titanium device surgically placed into the jaw bone to support a prosthetic tooth crown in order to replace missing teeth. However, placement of an implant changes the normal mechanical environment of jawbone, which causes the bone density to redistribute and adapt to the new environment by remodelling. This study aims to predict the density distribution in human jawbone surrounding a dental implant. Based on some popular yet distinctive theories for bone remodelling, a new algorithm is proposed that takes into account both the 'lazy zone' effect and the self-organizational control process. The proposed algorithm is first verified by a two-dimensional (2D) plate model simulating bone tissue, then, a 2D finite element model of implant and jawbone is studied. The effects of two parameters, viz the reference value of strain energy density (SED) and the 'lazy zone' region, on density distribution are also investigated. The proposed algorithm is proven to be effective, and the predicted density distribution patterns correlate well with clinical observations. This study has demonstrated that consideration of the lazy zone is less important than consideration of the stress and strain (quantified as SED) induced within the bone.
changes the normal mechanical environment of jawbone, which causes bone density to redistribute and adapt to the new environment by remodelling. Implant bone restorations have become a clinically and scientifically accepted treatment modality over the past 20 years. The realization that implants made of commercially pure titanium attain direct bone to implant contact initiated this revolution in oral rehabilitation. This phenomenon of osseointegration (or functional ankylosis) was first described by Branemark et al. [3] and Schroeder et al. [4] .
The direct union between the dental implant and bone, which is characteristic of osseointegration, means that occlusal forces during chewing function are transmitted to bone. Bone, as a living tissue, undergoes continuous adaptation and self-repair by resorption and formation and is capable of optimizing its internal structure under the influence of external loads. The self-adaptation process, termed as 'remodelling', has an enormous effect on the overall behaviour of the entire bone tissue throughout an individual's lifetime. Following the early publication of Wolff [5] , many theories describing the bone-adaptation process have been proposed. Carter [6] suggested that bone is 'lazy' in terms of poor reaction to mechanical signals and there was recognition of the existence of a 'lazy zone' representing the range of stimulus within which no remodelling occurs. The concept of 'lazy zone', recognizing that a threshold stimulus needed to be exceeded for bone adaptation to occur, was incorporated by Huiskes et al. [7] who used the term strain energy density (SED) to describe the stresses and strains that control bone remodelling through bone formation and resorption. This theory has been developed further by Weinans et al. [8] and Turner et al. [9] . Mullender et al. [10] and Mullender and Huiskes [11] suggested a physiological approach to simulate bone remodelling, which assumed that osteocytes are sensitive to mechanical loading and are active in controlling bone adaptation.
Computational simulation of bone remodelling generally involves finite element analysis for calculating stresses, strains and SEDs within the bone, thereby determining how bone adapts itself in response to mechanical stimuli. The finite element method (FEM) was initially introduced to orthopaedic biomechanics by Brekelmans et al. [12] and Rybicki et al. [13] to evaluate the stresses in human bone. Since then, the method has been successfully applied for stress analyses of bone and bone-related tissue. The above-mentioned theories of bone remodelling have been used successfully in conjunction with the FEM to predict the density distribution in proximal femur [10, 11, 14] and bone adaptation following hip prosthetic implantation [7, [15] [16] [17] [18] . While these theories were essentially developed for orthopaedics, they are generally applicable to jawbone surrounding a dental implant [19] . However, work in this area is limited. Mellal et al. [20] used three different stimuli (equivalent strain, equivalent stress and SED) to predict bone remodelling around a dental implant based on the existing theories, and the results were compared with in vivo data. Li et al.
[21] developed a new bone remodelling algorithm by introducing an additional quadratic term based on the theory of Weinans et al. [8] , which can simulate both underload and overload resorption. The algorithm was applied in conjunction with the FEM to a practical case of dental implant treatment. Under steady conditions, no overall changes in bone would be observable due to the balance in resorption and formation. However, when the implant is placed into mandible, the mechanical environment of jawbone changes accordingly; hence, the balance of bone resorption and formation is no longer maintained. From a clinical viewpoint, better understanding of the way that functional forces can affect the remodelling of bone is important in terms of identifying minimum and maximum loading forces required for the maintenance of stable osseointegration during function, as well as preventing overload that can lead to implant failure.
In this paper, a new algorithm for bone remodelling is proposed based on the existing theories of Huiskes et al. [7] , Weinans et al. [8] , Mullender et al. [10] and Mullender and Huiskes [11] . The proposed algorithm is verified by a 2D plate model simulating bone tissue studied previously by Weinans et al. [8] and Mullender et al. [10] , which confirms its accuracy and reliability. To demonstrate the ability of the proposed algorithm in predicting the density distribution of bone surrounding a dental implant, a 2D finite element model of implant and jawbone is studied. The effects of two parameters viz the reference value of SED and 'lazy zone' region on the density distribution are also investigated and discussed in some detail.
The existing bone remodelling theory
Jawbone surrounding a dental implant experiences stress and strain when the implant is loaded. Bone biomechanically reacts by altering its apparent density. Among a number of bone remodelling theories [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] 14, 15, [22] [23] [24] [25] , two popular yet distinctive ones are summarized in the following Subsections followed by the presentation of the proposed algorithm.
